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APPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC ACCESS TO UNPUBLISHED DOCUMENTS - STANDARD SIGNATORIES FOR FINAL REPLIES (*)

Positive replies (including replies where personal data have been redacted! to applications for public access to documents concerning

one Unit only 

RED: relevant Unit

more than one Unit/Directorate

RED: Unit/Directorate in the lead for the file or A5

VISA: GROW access-to-documents coordinator (ve_grow.access documents) (*)
VISA: assistant to the relevant HoU VISA

VISA
VISA
VISA
VISA

HoU in the lead for the file
HoU of concerned Units/Directorates contributing to the file 
assistants to the Directors contributing to the file 
Directors contributing to the file 
assistant(s) to the Director in the lead for the file

SIGN: relevant HoU SIGN: Director in the lead for the file
EXP: relevant Unit EXP: lead Unit/Directorate or A5

no minutes exist);Ί
i” replies - documents are not existing, have not been identified, meetings have never been held (hence

I to applications for public access to documents concerning

one Unit/Directorate only more than one Unit/Directorate

RED: relevant Unit/Directorate RED: Unit/Directorate in the lead for the file or A5
VISA: GROW access-to-documents coordinator (ve_grow.access documents) (*)

VISA: HoU in the lead for the file
VISA: HoU relevant Unit/Directorate

VISA: assistant to the relevant Director
VISA: relevant Director
VISA: assistant to the relevant DDG
VISA: relevant DDG
VISA: relevant assistant to the DG

VISA
VISA
VISA
VISA
VISA
VISA
VISA
VISA

HoU of concerned Units/Directorates contributing to the file
assistant to the Director in the lead for the file
Director in the lead for the file
assistants to the Directors contributing to the file
Directors contributing to the file
assistant(s) to the relevant DDG(s)
relevant DDG(s)
relevant assistant(s) to the DG

SIGN: Director-General

EXP: relevant Unit/Directorate EXP: lead Unit/Directorate or A5

Ref. Ares(2016)5930413 - 14/10/2016
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(*) REMARKS:

(1) The GROW access-to-documents coordinator/assistant (M j, IV ,i).is to be included in the
signatory workflow by using the Ares virtual entity ve_grow.acces documents

(2) The circulation of a signatory is not necessary for acknowledgement of receipts, holding replies and third-party consultation letters 
as they can be signed at desk officer level, provided that no internal (unit/directorate) rules apply.

(3) Final positive replies to requests for access to documents concerning exclusively the Cabinet, should be approved and signed by the 
Head of Unit of A5, following formal quality control by the GROW ACCES DOCUMENTS.

(4) Positive replies should be sent via email (only e-signataire). Negative, partially negative and devoid of purpose replies (both e-signataire 
and paper signataire) should be sent via registered mail with acknowledgment of receipt (to be forwarded to the Access to documents 
team) and an advanced copy should be sent via email.

(5) GROW ACCESS DOCUMENTS should be always put in copy of all replies sent to the requestors.
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